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C I ange-Out of Filters Contaminated with Radioactive Materials 

raft version currently undergoing document review) 

Camfil Farr’s line of Bag-ln/Bag-Out housings are side-loading filter housing used to  filter exhaust air 

from the Radiosynthesis Laboratory Complex. These filter housings contain three filter components; a 
paper pre-filter for dusts and mists, a high-efficiency particulate aerosol (HEPA) filter for fumes and fine 
dusts, and an activated charcoal adsorber for organic vapors. Radioactive gases are not filtered and 
some polar organic vapors may not be effectively adsorbed by the activated charcoal or not may be 
permanently held by the media. 

To minimize exposure to  these harmful contaminates while replacing and handling contaminated filters, 
the housing incorporates a heavy duty plastic bag covered access port. Once the initial filters are 
installed and the bag attached and secured, all filters, both new and contaminated, are handled through 
the bag. 

The filter-to-housing seal is accomplished by two filter locking mechanisms forcing the fluid seal channel 
of the filter against the housing knife-edge creating a positive airtight seal. The filter locking mechanism 
is operated from inside the housing and designed to  prevent the access door from being installed 

without the locking mechanism properly secured. When the initial filters are installed or the 
contaminated filters are changed out, the system must be in-place leak tested to  assure the filters are 
sealed properly and all air will pass through the filter media. 

2. Personal Protective Equipment 

Even though the bag-in/bag-out system is designed to  isolate the contaminated filter during the change- 
out procedure, PPE is required in the event that the plastic bag is cut or otherwise fails during the 
procedure. The minimum PPE for this procedure is: 

Disposable coveralls 

Disposable shoe covers - Disposable impervious gloves 

Full-face chemical cartridge respirator equipped with HEPA filter for changes of the pre-filter 
and HEPA filter only or a combination HEPA/organic chemical cartridge for change outs any of 

the filters, including the activated charcoal adsorber. 

3. Filter Change-Out Procedure 

The procedure for changing out the filter components is detailed in Appendix A. This procedure is 
provided by the manufacturer of the Camfil Farr’s Bag-ln/Bag-Out filter housings. The filter change out 

procedures starts on page 8 of Appendix A. Some of the photos depict workers wearing PPE that may 
be different from what is required a t  MRI. See section 2 for the PPE requirements. 



4. Contamination Surveys 

At the completion the filter change-out procedure check all PPE for contamination using section RSP-18 

of the Radiation Safety Program Manual. Any contaminated PPE must be either cleaned (e.g., non- 
disposable PPE) or placed into labeled plastic bags and disposed of as radioactive waste in accordance 
with section RSP-19. Any non-disposable PPE, such as respirators, which may be reused in areas outside 
of the Radiosynthesis lab, shall be wipe tested and survey with a GM-meter in accordance with RSP-18. 
Wipe samples will be placed into glass vials with a known volume of scintillation cocktail and analyzed by 

a liquid scintillation analyzer in accordance with RSP-18. Contamination on reusable PPE must meet the 
criteria for general release before it can be used for any purpose. If the PPE cannot be sufficiently 

cleaned, if must be bagged and stored in the radiosynthesis lab or disposed of as radioactive waste. 

Additional wipe samples should be collected from the filter housing after the change-out is completed. 
The recommended locations include the handles on the filter housing, and the closures that are touched 

during the procedure. Any areas found to be contaminated shall be cleaned and resampled. 

5. Disposal of Spent Filters 

Spent filters and adsorbent media must be disposed of as radioactive waste in accordance with RSP-19. 

The waste broker will likely require an estimate of the quantity of radioactivity on each filter media. Set 
the media on a plastic tarp. Don the same PPE as specified in section 2. Open the bag carefully and 
collect a representative number of samples from the filter media. Samples can be collected from the 
pre-filter and HEPA filter require a tin snip due to light-weight metal structure integrated into the filter 
support. Samples can be collected from the activated charcoal using a core sampler. Known amounts of 
each sample will be placed into glass vials with a known volume of scintillation cocktail and analyzed by 
a liquid scintillation analyzer in accordance with RSP-18. 

After the sampling is completed, reseal the plastic bags, and place the filters into appropriate DOT 

shipping containers. Carefully fold the plastic tarp and place into the labeled plastic bag. The quantity 

of radioactivity in the representative samples will be used to  estimate the total amount of activity in the 
entire filter media. This estimate will be transmitted to the disposal contractor in preparation for a 
pickup of the media and transport to an approved radioactive materials disposal facility. 
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Disclaimer 

Before proceeding with any Bag-ln/Bag-Out undertaking, review this 
Installation, Operation, and Maintenance Manual and all safety 
procedures with your company’s safety personnel. 

Camfil Farr is committed to providing air filtration products which meet or exceed our 
customer’s expectations. We are dedicated to a corporate-wide policy of continual 
improvements as a means of insuring our leadership position in the air filtration 
marketplace. 

Camfil Farr’s housings and filters are designed to protect personnel and the general public 
by filtering dangerous materials. The filters you change may be contaminated with these 
dangerous materials. In order for your complete protection and the protection of the general 
public, it is imperative you follow these instructions as amended by your safety personnel. 
The bag-in/bag-out method of changing a filter is not fail-safe, but it is the safest, pragmatic 
method available for changing a contaminated filter. Since all types of housing designs and 
configurations cannot be addressed by a single manual or set of safety procedures, we 
propose a proven method of replacing contaminated filters with clean filters. Once this 
method is understood by both maintenance personnel and safety personnel, they can adapt 
the most suitable method to use based on the housing, location, type of filter and any other 
mitigating factor that can affect safety. 

Carefully study this manual and your safety personnel’s amendments so you have the entire 
procedure in mind before initiating the change-out. Verify you have all the necessary tools 
on hand before beginning the procedure. 

Camfil Farr describes the “twist and tape” method and banding method of sealing the bag in 
this manual, but any method approved by your safety personnel is acceptable; including, but 
not limited to, thermal sealing of the bag. 

Please note: In order to prevent the operator or immediate environment from 
contamination, use common sense, adhere to the instructions in this manual and consult 
your company’s safety manual. 
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Introduction To Baq-ln/Baq-Out Housinqs 

Camfil Farr’s line of Bag-ln/Bag-Out housings are “containment” design, side loading filter housing used for 
critical applications. These filter housings have been designed to meet the air filtration needs of industries and 
research facilities that handle dangerous or toxic biological, radiological or carcinogenic materials. To minimize 
exposure to these harmful contaminates while replacing and handling contaminated filters, the housing 
incorporates a heavy duty plastic bag covered access port. Once the initial filters are installed and the bag 
attached and secured, all filters, both new and contaminated, are handled through the bag. 

The filter-to-housing seal is accomplished by two filter locking mechanisms forcing the fluid seal channel of the 
filter against the housing knife-edge creating a positive airtight seal. The filter locking mechanism is operated 
from inside the housing and designed to prevent the access door from being installed without the locking 
mechanism properly secured. When the initial filters are installed or the contaminated filters are changed out, 
the system must be in-place leak tested to assure the filters are sealed properly and all air will pass through the 
filter media. 

I 
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1. 

4. 

5. 

Installation Of Filter Housinq 
Note: The installation of filter housings may vary. Use these instructions as guidelines and adjust 
for your application. 

Check filter housing for loose items that may have been stored inside during shipment and remove. All 
loose items should be inventoried and stored in a controlled environment, along with filters. These items 
should remain in their original boxes in the controlled environment until needed. 

To allow for filter installation and change-out, a minimum of four (4) feet of clearance in front of access door 
is recommended. 

Following installation of the ductwork and filter housing, the system should be cleaned to remove dust or 
debris before installing new filters into the system. 

The filter housing is equipped with floor leveling feet which should be leveled before final mounting. 
Securely mount the filter housing to a curb, base; or structural support using the foot pads. The ductwork 
should be permanently installed to the filter housing and sealed to prevent leakage between the ductwork 
and filter housing. All sections of the filtration system, including fans, dampers, etc. should be completed 
and ready for operation. 

Pharmatains with the Cosmetic Trim Option should be installed from the room side and slid back into the 
wall (see detail below). A bead of Dow Corning 732 caulking (or equivalent), should be placed on the back 
side of the trim just before the system is pushed back into the wall. 
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6. 

7. 

8. 

Removable Stand option: If the Pharmatain has a removable 
stand, it can be removed and preinstalled behind the customer 
wall. Caution: Provide adequate support for the system while 
the stand is removed to prevent damaged to the cosmetic trim 
located at the bottom of the unit. 

Pharmatains designed for “behind the wall mounting” are 
installed outside the room area and slid into place behind the 
customer wall (see detail to the right). A bead of Dow Corning 
732 caulking (or equivalent), should be placed OR the front side 
of the flange just before the system is pushed up to the wall. 
The flange will have a customer-approved bolt hole pattern to 
mechanically fasten the system to the wall. 

For In-Place Scan Testing and installation of Overall Efficiency 
Port, please refer to Camfil Farr drawing M80000452 and the 
Camfil Farr ASTS-Series (Accurate Scan Test Section) 
operation and maintenance manual. 

CONNECTTHE 
SYSTEM MOUNTING 
FLANGE TO THE WAU 

/LEVELING SECURELY MOUNTTHE FOOTPADS 
FEET TO A CURB. BASE OR 

STRUCTURAL SUPPORT 

1. 

2. 

Installation Of New FiIter(s) Prior To Start-up 
Unpack HEPA filters in accordance with Camfil Farr’s recommended instructions. Rest the filter box on the 
floor and cut open the taped seam with a utility blade (set blade to 1/8” max.). Open the filter box and bag(s) 
protecting filter. Pull the excess bag(s) over the edge of the box and turn the box over carefully, holding the 
box flaps away from the filter, so the filter will rest on the floor. Lift filter box and bag(s) from filter. 

Take extreme caution when removing HEPA filters from their boxes. Handle only the exterior frame of the 
filter. Touching the filter face can damage the media, adversely affecting the filter’s performance. Visually 
inspect the filter frame and media for damage prior to installation. 

Open filter/adsorber box. 
Turn box over. . Remove box and packaging.. 

Filtedadsorber should rest on floor. 
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3. To gain access to the inside of the filtration housing, remove the housing access doorknobs by turning 
counter-clockwise. Pull the access doors straight towards you to remove. 

4. To install the prefilter, push the prefilter into the slide track. 

5. To install primary filter, release the locking mechanism handle from the handle latch. Slowly open the 
locking mechanism by pulling the handle down to the fully open position. Make sure the filter is correctly 
orientated. The fluid seal channel should face the housing knife-edge (opposite the locking mechanism). 
Push the filter toward the back of the filtration housing until it stops. I FILTER 

- LOCKING T R P  
ANGLE 

FILTE 

LOCKING TRAY 

Correct filter installation, 
with locking tray angle be- 
tween clip and filter frame 

6. 

Incorrect filter installation, 
with locking tray angle out- 

side clip and filter frame 

CUT-AWAY VIEW 
(FILTRATION HOUSING WITH FILTER INSTALLED) I 

4 
I 

Once the filter is loaded inside the housing, slowly close the locking mechanism handle by pushing the 
locking mechanism handle upwards towards the locking handle latch (see pictures on next page). This 
allows the fluid seal channel on the filter to seal with the knife-edge sealing surface. Lock the locking 
mechanism handle with the handle latch. 

I 

LOCKING MECHANISM 
HANDLE LATCH 

LOCKING MECHANISM 

FILTER LOCKING 



Slowly close the locking mechanism han- 
dle by pushing the handle towards the 
handle latch. 

Locking handle should close fairly easily, 
until approximately 1” before the locking 
handle latch. Then moderate pressure 
should be applied to lock handle. 

Warning: Do not force the locking handle 
to close. See page 15 if locking handle 
needs adjustment. 

Lock the locking tray handle with the han- 
dle latch. 

7. Install the plastic change-out bag over the bagging rings. Check the door label to insure the correct 
change-out bag size is installed (see Spare Parts and Accessories page 16), each change-out bag has a 
tag with the bag size located on the shock cord, hemmed into the bag opening. The shock cord is to be 
located between the second raised rib of the bagging ring and the housing for the standard bagging ring 
configuration (see detail 7A). For the SDecial Reverse Baaaina Rina ODtion; the shock cord is to be 
located inside the groove of the first rib of the bagging ring (see detail 7B). Once the change-out bag has 
been installed on the bagging ring, install the security strap around the change-out bag with the Velcro 
side out. The security strap is to be located between the first and second raised rib on the standard 
bagging ring configuration (detail 7A) or between the first rib and the outside hemmed edge on the 
reverse bagging ring option (detail 78). Tighten the security strap and secure any excess strap so that it 
does not interfere with the door seal when the door is installed. After the change-out bag has been 
secured with the security strap, extend the bag out completely. Fold and roll the bag towards the 
housing, squeezing trapped air out of the folded/rolled portion of the bag until the bag is tucked neatly 
between the bagging ring and the filter access port. While holding the change-out bag in this position, 
replace the housing access door carefully. Tighten the doorknobs alternately by turning clockwise until 
door is sealed against the housing. The filtration system is now ready for operation. 

8. This housing may also be equipped with an ASTS scan section. Install a plastic scan bag over the scan 
port bagging ring using the same guidelines as noted under number 7 above. 

SHOCK COR0 

SECl’ l l l tyStMP 

SECLIVD RUSED RlB CHA,yGE-OL’T MC 
HEAUMD EDGE 

FIRST MISED Rl5 - - 5ACClVG MIC 

H0lSI.W 

SHOCK CORD 

SECURITY S T U P  

CHANGE-OUT BAG 
HEMMED EDGE 

BAGGING RING 

~ ~~~ ~ 

Detail 7A (Standard Bagging Ring) Detail 7B (Smcial Reverse Baeeing Ring Option1 
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Filter Change-Out 
JReplacing Contaminated Filters Or Adsorbers) 

Bag-I nl Bag-Out Concept 

1 High by 2 Wide Housing 

3’ L. 

Filter Service Sleeves 

Bagging Ring / 
Filter SeaVRelease Bar 

Primary 
Security Strap 

(Third sleeve used for 
baa stub removal) 

Access Door 

Consult your safety officer before beginning filter change-out, to assure all proper procedures are 
followed for your application. 

Note: The above diagram shows a multi-wide housing with horizontal airflow. Although the system you have 
may be different (single wide, vertical up-flow, etc.) the concept of Bag-IdBag-out is the same. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Before replacing a contaminated filter, the airflow through the filtration system must be stopped. This can 
be performed by shutting-down the system, or bypassing the airflow through the system to another system, 
when applicable. To minimize possible contamination, close upstream and downstream dampers (if 
equipped). It is recommended that protective clothing, gloves, and respirators be worn when changing 
filters with dangerous contaminants. Consult your safety officer before beginning filter change-out to 
ensure all proper procedures are followed for your application. 

To gain access to the inside of the filtration housing, remove the housing access doorknobs by turning 
counter-clockwise. Pull the access door straight towards you to remove. 

To remove the prefilter extend the change-out bag and follow steps 4 through 6. When removing filters or 
adsorbers sealed by a locking mechanism, extend the change-out bag and release the locking mechanism 
handle from the handle latch. Slowly open the locking mechanism by pulling the handle down fully. This 
will pull the filter away from the knife-edge sealing surface. Upon completion follow steps 4 through 6. 

Carefully remove the filter from inside the filtration housing by inserting your arms into the change-out bag 
gloves and pulling the filter into the change-out bag. Use a table to place filter after removing from housing. 
Inspect the sealing surface of the filtration housing to insure no foreign matter will interfere with the new 
filter to be installed. Remove arms from the change-out bag gloves, leaving gloves inside bag. 

Once the filter is removed from the housing into.the change-out bag, tightly twist the change-out bag 
together between the filter access port and the contaminated filter (see pictures on next page). Tape or tie 
strap approximately 8” of the twisted bag to secure and cut in the middle of section. Tape over exposed 
edges where bag was cut. Dispose of the bag and contaminated filter appropriately. Remove the change- 
out bag security strap. 
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6. Place a new change-out bag over a new filter to be installed 
(see Installation of New Filter for proper unpackaging and 
preparations). Make sure the new filter is orientated so when 
placing inside of the filtration housing, the filter clips will align 
with the locking tray angles (see pictures, page 6). Carefully 
pull the shock cord of change-out bag to the bottom of the 
filter. Pull the remainder of the bag down until the filter is at 
back of the change-out bag. Turn the filter over and pull the 
bag up. Install the new change-out bag with filter around the 
bagging ring (over top of the “stub” bag), locating the shock 
cord inside the groove of the second rib of the bagging ring, 
with the seam of the bag located at the top of the bagging 
ring. Insert arm into change-out bag glove closest to housing 
and remove the “stub bag from the bagging ring. Pull as 
much of the “stub” bag as possible into the glove while 
turning the glove “inside-out”, use one of the other gloves to 
help push all the “stub” bag into the glove turned “inside-out”. 
Reinstall the security strap and slide the new filter into the 
filtration housing. Once the filter is installed into the housing, 
tightly twist the change-out bag together between the filter 
access port and the glove turned “inside-out”. Tape or tie 
strap approximately 8” of the twisted bag to secure, and cut in 
the middle of section. Tape over exposed edges where bag 
was cut, and remove the excess portion of the bag. A 
banding kit can also be used. 

7. Once all filters are installed in the housing, secure the 
change-out bag with the security strap as described in 
“Installation of New Filter”. Slowly close the locking 
mechanism handle by pushing the locking mechanism handle 
upward to the closed position to allow the fluid seal channel 
on the filter to seal with the knife-edge sealing surface. Lock 
the locking mechanism handle with the handle latch. 
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8. The “stub” bag inside the glove closest to the housing 
can be removed by twisting tightly together and taping 
or tie strapping, and cutting off (remember to tape over 
exposed potion). If the “stub bag” will not interfere with 
the access door seal, the “stub’ bag can remain inside 
the new bag until the next filter change-out. After the 
change-out bag has been secured with the security 
strap, extend the bag out completely. Fold and roll the 
bag towards the housing, squeezing trapped air out of 
the folded/rolled portion of the bag until the bag is 
tucked neatly between the bagging ring and the filter 
access port. While holding the change-out bag in this 
position, replace the housing access door carefully. 
Tighten the doorknobs alternately by turning clockwise 
until door is sealed against the housing (see diagram 
on next page). The filtration system is now ready for 
operation. Open upstream and downstream dampers 
(if equipped) and restart the system, or redirect by- 
passed airflow through the system. 

Filter Change-Out Overview: 

Access 
Door I 

During operation the filter (s) are in place 
and the bag is stored in the door 

After removing the access door, extend the bag, and use the bag 
gloves to carefully move the contaminated finer into the bag. 

Remove the contaminated filter from the 
housing, suppwting the fitter on a table, or 

optional chengeout tray 

Move the old bag stub into the third 
service glove sleeve and seal the sleeve 
with banding ties between the bag body 

and the glove sleeve. 

Seal the bag with bandinp ties between the filter 
and the door opening. Cut the bag with shears to 

contain the used filter 

Carefully fold the bag and 
place in the door cavity 

Replace door 

Place a new filter in a new bag and secure the 
new bag opening to the housing door opening. 
Move the old bag stub into the new bag cavity 

and install Me filter. 
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Maintenance 

Important Note 

Proper maintenance of the filtration housing is vital for proper operation. To maintain the desired level of 
filtration, it is necessary to perform filter(s) change-out when they are no longer functioning properly. To 
determine when media change-out is required, the following guidelines must be considered: l 

1. Components 

For Particulate Filters (prefilters, HEPA filters): 

+ The pressure drop across the filter exceeds the recommended change-out pressure drop or system 
design pressure. 

The HEPA filter in-place leak test shows an unacceptable penetration of challenge aerosol. 

2. Filtration System 

The filtration system is the containment structure built by Camfil Farr. The filtration system is no longer 
functioning properly when any of the following occurs: 

+ A periodic site inspection, routine maintena'nce checks, or other planned surveillance testing reveals 
torn gaskets, broken welds, stripped threads on door bolts, or any other indication that the system's 
ability to contain the process airstream has been compromised. 

To assure that the filtration system is maintained at peak performance, the owner must commit to periodic 
component maintenance, inspections/repairs, and test performed by qualified In-Place Testing personnel. 
These safe guards will insure containment has not been compromised, as well as a prompt and sufficient 
program outlining needed repairs. 

Some components of the filtration system can be replaced, if damaged in service (see following pages for 
instructions). Access door gaskets can be removed and new gaskets installed, and the locking mechanism can 
be replaced. Please call Camfil Farr at 252-975-1 141, with any comments or question regarding any 
equipment or procedures in this manual. Camfil Farr will answer any questions regarding the systems and 
components we design and build. 
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Door Gasket Replacement 

If the gasket on the access door becomes damaged, it can be replaced with new gasket by the user. You may 
purchase replacement gasket from Camfil Farr (see Spare Parts and Accessories, page 18). The following 
steps should be taken to replace a door gasket: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Remove the door with the damaged gasket from the filtration housing. The filtration system will have to be 
shut down for removal, consult you safety personnel first. 

Warning: This step may require the use of sharp objects. Take extreme caution when performing 
this step. With the door moved to a suitable work area, remove the damaged gasket from the door by 
cutting, tearing or pulling until all of the gasket is removed from the door. Scrape or cut off the remaining 
adhesive caulking from the door. Remove any remaining adhesive caulking, dirt, grease, with a clean wipe 
or cleaning solvent. 

Position door so the hemmed edge is up and dry fit the new gasket to the door just like previous gasket 
was installed, and cut gasket to length. Allow for 3/4’ overlap when cutting, this is to compress the gasket 
edges back together when performing the final installation. It is important to cut gasket as straight as 
possible. 

Locate adhesive caulking (Dow Corning 732 RTV sealant) and caulking gun. Cut tip off adhesive tube so 
that a bead of caulking approximately 1/8” to 3/16” diameter will be produced. Deposit a continuous bead 
of caulking (1/8” to 3/16” diameter) inside the bottom of the extruded gasket channel. 

Start placing gasket on door so that the hemmed edge of door will lay inside the bottom of the extruded 
gasket channel (refer to illustration). With one hand, use your thumb and index finger to gently pinch the 
extruded gasket together while placing the gasket with the other hand until the entire door is covered. 
Apply an even layer of caulking over the face area of the cut ends (do not apply to thick). Install ends 
together over door while compressing gasket. Apply a very thin layer of caulking around the outside edge 
of the joint. 

Check the alignment of the gasket and reposition gasket if needed while caulking in pliable. Gently lift and 
turn door over on table with the gasket face down. Apply caulking around the perimeter where the top edge 
of the gasket meets the door. The adhesive caulking generally takes 24 hours to fully cure. 

After the adhesive caulking fully cures, the door can be reinstalled on the housing. 

/ 
/ 
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SECTION VIEW 
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Removable Fluid Seal Locking Mechanism 

Camfil Farr Fluid Seal housings are equipped with removable locking mechanisms. Under extreme working 
environments, it could be possible for the locking mechanism to deteriorate and need replacement. If your 
housing has been in service for an extended period of time and the locking trays are suspect to be deteriorated or 
damaged, contact Camfil Farr for replacement locking mechanisms. The following steps should be taken to 
replace a fluid seal locking mechanism. To have a understanding of the various parts of the locking mechanism, 
study detail illustration No. 1 before replacing the locking mechanism. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Consult your company’s safety personnel before replacing any part which has been in service. Camfil Farr is 
not responsible for any personnel or procedures which include accessing a filtration housing that has been 
put into service. 

Remove the access door to gain access to the inside of the filtration housing. 

There are two locking mechanisms installed in each filtration housing. Take caution when removing the top 
locking mechanism, so that the locking mechanism does not fall. This could damage the housing or injure the 
personnel working on the locking mechanism. Measure the distance between the tabs on the locking 
mechanism adjustment (refer to Detail No. l), this dimension will be used when replacing the new locking 
mechanism. Remove two (2) 3/8” locknuts from the backside of the adjustment studs connected to the pivot 
arms and linkage tabs (one on top, one on bottom). Remove two (2) 5/16” locknuts from the pivot arms (one 
on top, one on bottom), which is connected to the housing with 5/16” studs. Remove the locking handle from 
the locking mechanism assembly and filtration housing. Remove the 3/8” locknuts from the locking trays, all 
nuts must be removed before locking mechanism can be removed from housing (save all locknuts for 
replacement installation). 

Remove the locking mechanisms from the filtration housing. (Note: There is a nylon flat washer around 
each 318’’ stud between the locking mechanism and filtration housing. These nylon flat washers 
should remain around the 3/8” studs, but could fall when the locking mechanisms are removed. Be 
sure the nylon washers are around the studs, before installing the new locking mechanism) 

Install the replacement locking mechanisms and secure with 3/8” locknuts which were removed from replaced 
locking mechanism. Note: Before placing the new locking mechanism, be sure the nylon washers are 
around the 318” studs. Tighten 3/8” locknuts securing locking trays to housing, then loosen the locknuts 1/4 
turn (This step is critical to allow free movement of the locking tray). Install the locking handle by sliding 
adjustment studs through linkage tabs, and pivot arms through 5/16” studs connected to the housing. Tighten 
5/16” locknuts on pivot arms, then loosen 1/4 turn (This step is critical to allow free movement of the 
locking hand le). 

Using the dimension that was recorded in step 3, tighten 3/8” locknuts on adjustment studs. This may require 
adjusting the inside 3/8” nut to the correct dimension also. To assure there is free movement of both locking 
trays, open and close lockina mechanism several times with the lockina handle (Dush to close, pull to open). “ “ 

LOCKING HPNDLE 

URESPIVOT PRM 

~ W L O C K N U T  
SECURES LOCKING TRAY 

LOCKING TRAY 
(ONE ON TOPONE ON BOTTOM JL- 1 L i N i E  TPB 

MEASURE DISTANCE BETWEEN 
ADJUSTMENT STUDTPB PND 

USE DIMENSION FOR SETTING 
TPB BEFORE REMOVING, 

JUSTMENT ON NEW LOCKING TRAY 318” LOCKNUT 
SECURES ADJUSTMENT STUD 

I DETAIL NO. I 
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1. 

2. 

3. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Locking Mechanism Adiustment 

When installing filter(s) and/or closing the locking mechanism, do not force the handle closed. 
The locking mechanisms are preset at the factory (when installed in a filtration system from the factory) with 
the correct tension on the locking handle. The handle should move fairly easily until within approximately 1" 
of the locking handle latch, then moderate pressure should be applied to latch and secure the handle. If the 
handle takes more than moderate pressure to latch, the locking mechanism adjustment should be corrected 
for the proper tension. 

Excessive tension: To adjust the tension of the locking handle, locate the 3/8" locknuts on the adjustment 
studs (one on top, one on bottom), refer to Detail No. 1 on previous page. If there is excessive tension on the 
locking mechanism handle, adjust the 3/8" locking nuts by turning counter-clockwise until the proper tension 
is achieved. Tighten the inside nuts back up to the locknuts. 

Insufficient tension: To adjust the tension of the locking handle, locate the 3/8" locknuts on the adjustment 
studs (one on top, one on bottom), refer to Detail No. 1 on previous page. If there is insufficient tension on 
the locking mechanism handle, loosen the inside nuts and adjust the 3/8" locking nuts by turning clockwise 
until the proper tension is achieved. Tighten the 3/8" locknuts back to the inside nuts. 

Dam Der Adjustment 

To access the damper adjustment, open cosmetic door (if applicable). 

The damper adjustment nut accepts a 314" socket. Place the socket over the damper adjustment nut and turn 
counter-clockwise to open the damper. Turn the socket clockwise to close the damper. 

Remove the socket and close cosmetic door 



When placing an order for replacement parts, please provide Camfil Farr with the original job order number and 
housing model number. This information can be found on the access door label, like the one pictured below. 

Camfil Farr Job Number --+ 
Camfil Farr Housing Model Number --D 

Prefilter Model Number (If Applicable) A 

Change-Out Bag Size --b 

Final Filter Model Number --+ 
Change-Out Bag Size --b 

System Tag (If Applicable) --b 

Q F ! !  
Washington, North Carolina 27889 (252) 9751141 

BAG-INIBAG-OUT 
FILTER HOUSING I 

r 

CAMFlL FARR JOB NO.: 

CAMFlL FARR WN: 

PREFILTER MN: 

CHANGE-OUT BAG: 

FINAL FILTER M/N: 

1 CHANGE-OUT BAG: 
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CAUTION: STOP AIRFLOW THROUGH HOUSING BY 
SHUlTING DOWN THE SYSTEM OR CLOSING 
UPSTREAM AND DOWNSTREAM ISOLATION 
DAMPERS BEFORE REMOVING DOOR. CONSULT 
YOUR SAFETY OFFICER AND READ INSTRUCTION 
MANUAL TO INSURE PROPER FILTER 

Door Gasket ................................................................................ Camfil Farr Part Number: M32001001 
(order by the foot, to determine length needed, measure the circumferance of the door which the gasket is to be 
replaced and add one foot extra, carry to next highest foot length) 

Doorknobs.. ........... ... Carnfil Farr Part Number: M36001103 

Change-Out Bags, ....... ........ Camfil Farr Part Number: 

Security Straps ....... 

Pref ilter/Hepa.. ............ 

Banding Kit (Optional). ....... 

........ Camfil Farr Part Number: 

........ Camfil Farr Part Number: 

....... .Camfil Farr Part Number: M34001023 

* Call Factory with door label information (see above) for part/model numbers 



Notes 



/-.---.--- 

200 Creekside Drive 
Washington, North Carolina, USA 27889 

Phone: (252) 975-1 141 
Fax: (252) 975-1041 

North American Manufacturing Locations 

Jonesboro, Arkansas Riverdale, New Jersey Corcoran, California Delano, California Crystal Lake, Illinois 
Holly Springs, Mississippi Laval, Quebec Conover, North Carolina Washington, North Carolina Concord, Ontario 

World Wide Manufacturing Locations 

Belgium France Germany Ireland Malaysia Sweden Switzerland United Kingdom 

Carnfil Farr, Inc. 
United States Tel: (973) 61 6-7300 Fax: (973) 61 6-7771 
Canada Tel: (450) 629-3030 Fax: (450) 662-6035 
E-mail: camfilfarr@camfilfarr.com 

T m f i l  
0 Camfil Farr httpj/www.camfiIfarr.i nfo 

http://www.camfiIfarr.com 

Camfi/ Farr has a policy of continuous research, development 
and product improvement. We reserve the right to change de- 
signs and specifications Mithout notice. 

mailto:camfilfarr@camfilfarr.com
http://www.camfiIfarr.com
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